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ABSTRACT 
A characterization f the class of planar geodetic graphs is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, G will denote a connected, undirected graph without 
loops or multiple edges. G is said to be geodetic if given any pair of vertices 
of G there exists a unique arc of minimal length whose terminal vertices 
are the given pair. The problem of characterizing all geodetic graphs was 
first proposed by O. Ore [2, p. 105]. A partial solution, the characterization 
of the planar geodetic graph, will be presented. 
The solution to this planar problem appeared first in the doctoral 
dissertation of Watkins [4], and his main result was announced in this 
Journal [5]. Stemple considerably abbreviated Watkins' proof and included 
his results in his own doctoral dissertation [3]. Working jointly, the authors 
further shortened Stemple's proof and present heir effort in this article. 1
2. MAIN RESULT 
A subgraph H of G is called inseparable if any two edges of H lie on a 
circuit in H. H is a lobe graph if H is a maximal inseparable subgraph. (For 
alternative characterizations, see [2, p. 87].) Two graphs are conformal, 
also called homeomorphic, if they are isomorphic or can be made iso- 
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morphic by (repeatedly if necessary) subdividing edges (of either graph) 
into two through insertion of vertices. The complete (or universal) graph 
on n vertices will be denoted by Ks. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be planar. A necessary and sufficient condition that 
G be geodetic is that each lobe graph of G be one of the following: 
(i) K2 (i.e., a single edge), 
(ii) an odd circuit, 
(iii) a geodetic graph con formal to 1s 
The geodetic graphs conformal to K 4 will be indicated in Section 4. 
3. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Except as otherwise indicated, the notation and terminology of this 
paper are the same as in Ore [2]. 
For any graph G, the set of vertices of G will be denoted by V(G). If H 
is a subgraph of G, we write H C G, making no distinction between proper 
and improper inclusion. V(H) denotes the set of vertices of the subgraph 
H. E(H) denotes the set of edges of H. 
If S is a set, then I S I will denote its cardinality. However, if H is a 
subgraph of G, I H ! will actually mean I E(H)]. Thus in particular, if H is 
an arc or a circuit then i H L will denote its length. 
If Ha and H2 are subgraphs of G, the subgraphs//1 +/ /2 , / /1  ~ H~, 
and Ha - - / /2  are as defined in [2]. Let A C G be an arc with terminal 
vertices a, b. We shall denote this arc also by the symbol A[a, b]. If 
e, d e V(A), the subarc of A whose terminal vertices are c and d will be 
denoted by A[c, d]. The subarc of A remaining after the terminal edge 
incident o a has been deleted will be expressed A(a, b]. Analogously we 
define A[a, b) and A(a, b). We denote by [a, b] the edge joining a and b, if 
such an edge exists. 
To each circuit C, we can assign an orientation. Hence, if a, b ~ V(C) 
then C = C[a, b] q- C[b, a]. If C is an even circuit (has even length) then 
we will say that a, b are C-opposite if I C[a, b]t = [C[b, a][. If C is an odd 
circuit and x E V(C), then there are vertices y, z ~ V(C) such y, z are 
adjacent and I C[x,y]J = IC[z,x]J. We then say that y ,z  are the C- 
opposite vertices to x. 
Let a, b ~ V(G). The distance from a to b, denoted (a, b), is the length 
of a shortest arc connecting these points. Clearly dis a metric on V(G). 
If there is a unique shortest arc joining a and b, then we will denote it 
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by _P[a, b] and call it the geodesic between a and b. If/~[a, b] exists, then 
[ l~[a, b]l = d(a, b). 
Note that any subarc of a geodesic must also be a geodesic. Also, if two 
geodesics intersect, heir intersection is either a single arc or a single vertex. 
Let H be a subgraph of G. By the geodetic losure of H we shall mean the 
subgraph 
P(H)  = ~ {Fix, y] : x, y ~ V(H), F[x, y] exists in G}. 
I f  H = F(H), we shall say that H is geodetically closed. We remark that 
a subgraph of G having the form _F'(H) for some H need not be a geodeti- 
cally closed subgraph, i.e., F(H) = _F'(_F'(H)) need not always hold. 
Following Berge [1 ], a vertex v whose degree is p(v) ~ 3 shall be called 
a node, while ifp(v) ~ 2, v is an antinode. An arc A[a, b] with the property 
that a and b are the only nodes on A will be called a suspended are. I f  H is 
a subgraph of G and v ~ V(H), the degree of v in H shall be denoted 
pH(v). The vertex v is a node o fH  ifpn(v) ~ 3. The antinodes of H and the 
suspended arcs of H are defined analogously. 
Let C be a circuit in G. An arc T[a, b] is said to be a transversal of C if 
T c~ C = {a, b}. The transversal T[a, b] is said to be a secant of C if it is a 
geodesic (i.e., _N[a, b] = T[a, b]). 
Let C be a circuit in G. If  W =/ ' (C) ,  then W is the subgraph of G 
consisting of C and all secants of C, and W is called the wheel induced by 
C in G. We say C is a rim of W. The graph G is a wheel if there is some 
circuit C such that G = F(C). Note that it is possible for two distinct 
circuits to induce the same wheel. In this case, both circuits are rims of 
the wheel. I f  a wheel has at least one rim which is an even circuit, we call it 
an even wheeL Otherwise, it is called an odd wheel. Note that if W is the 
wheel induced by C in G and if _F'[x, y] exists for x, y ~ V(C), then 
/'[x, y] C W. 
I f  C is an even circuit and S[a, b] is a secant of C then clearly 
i C[a, b][ ~ IC[b, all (mod 2). 
We define the span of S, denoted a(S), to be 0 or 1 so that 
a(S) ~ [ C[a, b]r (rood 2). 
DEFINITION. If  S~[a~, b~], i --~ 1, 2, are two secants of C, we say that 
they are disjoint if Sa c~ S~ :- 0. I f  we can assign an orientation to C so 
that as ~ V(C(aa, bl)) and be ~ V(C(bl, al)) then we say that the secants are 
interpolative. 
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DEFINITION. A wheel W, induced by the even circuit C, is called quasi- 
canonical with respect o the rim C if Wsatisfies the following three axioms: 
AXIOM I: C has precisely two secants, $1 and S~. 
AXIOM II: The secants of C are (pairwise) disjoint and interpolative. 
AXIOM III: ~(S) + I S I ~ 1 (rood 2) for any secant S of C. (This says 
that each secant divides the even circuit C into two odd circuits.) 
We shall say that the wheel W is quasi-canonical if there exists an even 
rim of W, with respect to which W is quasi-canonical. 
Note that any wheel W =/ ' (C)  C G satisfying Axioms I and II is 
conformal to/(4. If G is planar, then clearly one secant of C lies in the 
interior of C and the other secant lies in the exterior of C. 
Let W be a wheel quasi-canonical with respect o C and let S~[a~, b~], 
i = 1, 2, be the secants. We can orient C so that a2 ~ C[al, b~] and 
b~ ~ C[bl, ax]. Let A1 = C[ax, a2], A2 = C[aa, bl], BI = C[b~, b2], 
B2 = C[b2, al] (see Figure 1). In the future, when speaking of wheels 
satisfying axioms I and lI we shall use this nomenclature without specific 
reference. 
bl ] Sz 
FIGURE 1 
4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
THEOREM 2. G is geodetic if and only if G contains no even circuit such 
that for some pair of C-opposite vertices x, y, d(x, y) = 89 J C I. 
PROOF: If there are vertices x, y such that for some even circuit 
C, d(x, y) = 89 [ C i, then C[x, y] and C[y, x] are distinct shortest arcs 
between x and y. 
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Conversely, assume G is not geodetic. Then there are vertices a, b E V(G) 
such that there are two distinct shortest arcs A[a, b] and B[a, b] joining 
a and b. 
Let a = xo, Xl, x2 ,..., x, = b be the vertices of A in order. Then at least 
one of the xi is not on B. Let xj be the first vertex of A that is not on B and 
let xk be the first vertex of A occurring after x~ such that x~ is on B. Then 
we must have 
I a [x j -1  , Xk]l - -  [ B[xj-1, xk]l, 
Let C1 = A[x~_~, x~] § B[xk, xj-1]. This is an even circuit and 
d(x~_~ , x~) = 89 G ). 
THEOREM 3. G is geodetic if  and only if every lobe graph of G is geodetic. 
PROOF: Assume G is geodetic and let H C G be a lobe graph of G. I f  
x, y E V(H) then F[x, y] exists in G and clearly must belong to H. 
Conversely, assume G is not geodetic. Then by Theorem 2 there is an even 
circuit C and a pair of C-opposite vertices x, y such that d(x, y) = 89 [ C I 9 
But x, y lie on a circuit and hence belong to the same lobe graph H of G. 
So C C H. I f  H were geodetic there would be an arc A Ix, y] C H such that 
I A[x,y]l <  89  : d(x,y), 
and this is impossible. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let the wheel W satisfy Axiom H with respect o its rim C, 
and suppose C has precisely k secants. Then W is planar if and only if k <~ 2. 
PROOF: Let Kz,z denote the Kuratowski graph. I f  k ~ 3 then W 
contains a subgraph conformal to K3,~ and hence is non-planar. 
I f  k ~< 2 then W has at most four nodes and hence it can contain no 
subgraph conformal to K5 or Kn.3. 
NOTATON. Let W be a quasi-canonical wheel induced by C. Let 
D~ = A~ -k $2 + B~ + $1 for i = 1,2. This defines two circuits. 
] O~ l = ) A, l @ l Sz l -k l B~ I § l Sl l ~ 2(I Bj l + l)(mod 2) i ~ j. 
Hence l D,- I ~ 0 (rood 2) and thus D 1 and D2 are even. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G be geodetic and let W = 1"(C) be quasi-canonical. 
Then each suspended arc of W is a geodesic. 
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PROOF: C is a rim of W. Since S~ and S 2 are secants by definition, we 
need only show that A~ is a geodesic, the proofs for A2, B1, and B~ being 
symmetrical (see Figure 1). 
If A1 is not a geodesic, then the only candidates for F[al,  a2] are 
$1 4- B1 _t_ $2 ' $1 4- A2, B2 + $2. 
I f / ' [aa ,  a2] = Sa § B1 4- $2 then let x be Da-opposite to a~. Since 
I A1 I > I $1 I § [ B1 I § I $2 [ we have x ~ V(A1). But then there can be no 
Fiat, x]. 
If F[a 1 , a2] =- S~ + A2 let y be D2-opposite to a2. Since $2 is also a 
geodesic, y e V(B~). But then there can be no/'[a2, y]. 
Similarly, if F[al,  az] =-Be 4-$2 let z be Dz-opposite to al. Then 
z ~ V(A2) and there is no F[a 1 , z]. 
Hence, A1 must be a geodesic. 
LEMMA 4.3. In a geodetic graph G, if  W is a wheel quasi-canonical with 
respect to C and f D,: induces the wheel Wi which is also quasi-canonical, 
then W ~- W~, i = 1,2. 
PROOF: By Lemma 4.2, A t and B~ are geodesics, and hence secants of 
W~, i ~ j. Since W~ is quasi-canonical these are the only secants. 
Let W be a quasi-canonical wheel with respect o C. It follows from 
Lemma 4.2 that none of the four odd circuits of Wcan induce W. However, 
it is possible that the even circuits 01 and D2 do. For example, in Figure 1, 
if At, B~, and Si are single edges (i ----- 1,2), then C, D1, and D~ are all 
rims of W. However, if in Figure 2, R =/ ' [x ,  y], then D, is not a rim of 
W since B2, A2, and R are then three distinct secants of D v 
FIGURE 2 
52 
By definition, a wheel W is a geodetically closed subgraph if and only 
if I'[x, y] C W for any x, y E V(W). Equivalently, the quasi-canonical 
wheel W is geodetically closed if and only if the three even circuits all 
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induce the same wheel; hence, given x, y s V(W), there is a rim K of W 
such that x, y ~ V(K). 
DEFINITION. A wheel W, induced by the even circuit C, is said to 
be canonical if it is quasi-canonical nd satisfies: 
Axiom IV: I f fC J  =2nthen:  
1AaJ + IBlr = IA21+ [B2J = ISal + IS~[ =n.  
Note that in a canonical wheel all three even circuits have the same 
length, and all four odd circuits are smaller. 
THEOREM 4. I f  W is a canonical wheel then W is planar and geodetic. 
PROOF: Clearly W is planar. 
Assume W is not geodetic. Then by Theorem 2 there is a pair of 
C'-opposite vertices x, y, where C' is an even circuit, such that 
d(x,y) = 89 [ C ' ] .  
Since all three even circuits in W have the same length 2n, we may 
assume without loss of generality, that C = C' and x ~ V(Aa). 
If y ~ V(AO then [A 1 [ ~ n and hence fB1 [ ~< 0. 
If y ~ V(A~) then let Ca = A1 + A2 § $1. This is an odd circuit of 
length less than 2n and hence d(x, y) < n. 
Similarly, y r V(B2). 
So y ~ V(BO. Then x, y are also on/)1 and, since d(x, y) = n, x, y are 
also Dt-opposite. Hence: 
[ Al[a~, x]l + I B2 r q- ] Bl[b~,y]J = [ A~[x, a2]l + [ A2 [ + I B~[bl ,y][ ,  
[ Ax[al, x]l + ] 5'1 ] + I Bx[bx,y]J = [ Ax[x, a211 + 1 $2 ] + I Bl[b2,y]]. 
We also know that I Sa I § J $2] = I A2 J + I B2 I. 
Adding these three equations and simplifying ives 
[ Ax[aa , x][ + [ Sa i = tAx[x, a2]] + I A2 I. 
But this means that A~ + A~ -+- St is an even circuit and this is im- 
possible. 
5. ON PLANAR GEODETIC GRAPHS CONTAINING EVEN CIRCUITS 
The main result o be proved in the present section is 
THEOREM 5. The canonical wheel is the only planar, geodetic, inseparable 
graph which contains an even circuit. 
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LEMMA 5.1. I f  G is a geodetic graph and C is an even circuit in G, then 
C has at least two secants in G. 
PROOF: Let x, y be C-opposite vertices. Then since /~[x, y] exists, 
there must be some secant of C; call it S[a, b]. 
Assign an orientation to C and let the circuit 6"1 be defined by 
C 1 = S[a, b] 4- C[a, b]. I f  C1 is even let ai be Ci-opposite to a. Then 
aa ~ C[a, b] and so F[a, al] must give rise to a new secant of C. 
Assume Cx is odd. Let x, y be Ci-opposite to a. Then x, y ~ V(C[a, b]). 
Label x, y so that the order of vertices on C[a, b] is a, x, y, b. Let z be 
C-opposite to x. Since, by definition, 
t C[a, x]l = C[x, hit 4- I S I  - I, 
we cannot have S as part of F[x, z]. Hence, there must be a second secant 
of C. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let C be a circuit and let $1, $2 be two secants of C which 
are intersecting and non-interpolative, and assume that the four terminal 
vertices are all distinct. Then $1 4- 5;2 contains two other secants $3, $4 of C 
which are intersecting and interpolative. 
PROOF: Since secants are geodesics, $1 ~ $2 consists of an arc SIc, d] 
or of a single vertex (in which case c = d). Proceeding along S~ from c 
away from d, let the first vertex on C be a i ,  and proceeding along S~ from 
d away from c, let the first vertex on C be b~, i = 1,2. Since $1 and Sz are 
non-interpolative, C may be oriented so that the vertices a~, b~ occur in 
order a l ,  az, b2, bl .  
Let: 
$3[al , b21 = Sl[al , c] 4- SIc, d] 4- S2[d, b21, 
S~[a2 , bl] = $2[a2, c] + S[c, d] + Slid, bl] . 
We need only show that Sz is a secant of C. That $4 is a secant would 
follow in the same way. 
I S~[al, c][ + IS[c, d]L + I Sl[d, bill < I C[bl, al]l 
[S~[N, h2][ < [Sl[d, hl]l § I C[h~, 6111. 
Adding these inequalities together, we see that I $3 [ < [ C[bz, al] I. 
Similarly, [ $3 I < I C[al, b2][ 9 Hence, $3 is a secant. Clearly $3 and S 4 are 
intersecting and interpolative. 
The proofs of the next two lemmas are trivial and are omitted. 
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LEMMA 5.3. I f  C is a circuit and T[a, b] a transversal of C, then 
C 1 = C[a, b] + T[a, b] and Cz ---- C[b, a] 4- T[a, b] are circuits. At least 
one of these three circuits is even and the other two are either both odd or 
both even. 
LEMMA 5.4. A lobe graph which is neither an edge nor an odd circuit 
contains an even circuit. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let G be geodetic. Let W C G be a quasi-canonical wheel. 
Let C be a minimal even circuit in W. I f  W = F(C), then W is a canonical 
wheel. 
PROOF: Label the arcs of W according to the usual convention. By 
Lemma 4.2, Ai, Bi, S~ (i = 1,2) are all geodesics. 
We need only show that I C[ = I D1 I = I D2 [ 9 
We may assume that ] A 1 I -~- I A2 I ~ ] 91 I -{- I 92 I and that 
]AII § I Bzl <~ IAsI § IB~[. 
t t t t Let al ,  as be C-opposite to a~, as, respectively. Then al, as E V(B O. 
Then F[a l ,  al] = SI + Ba[ba , a~] and T'[a2 , a~] = Ss + Ba[bs, a~]. 
If v ~ V(Ax) and v' is C-opposite to v then v' ~ V(B1). So /"Iv, v'] is 
either Al[v, aa] 4- S 1 4- Bl[b I , v'] or Ally , as] 4- Ss 4- Bl[bs , v~]. 
Hence, there are adjacent vertices x, y ~ V(AO (with x between aa and y) 
such that, if x', y'  are their C-opposite vertices, then x', y' ~ V(Ba) and 
Fix, x'] : Al[x, all 4- S 1 + Bl[bl, X'], 
Fly,  y'] = Ally , as] 4- Ss -4- B~[bs , y']. 
Then 
whence 
But 
a a = ~[x ,  x ' ]  4-  Ix', y'] 4- 1-'[y, y ' ]  4-  Ix, y], 
I Da ] = ] F[x,x ' ] i  + I F[y,y']]  + 2. 
[F[x,x'][ < 89  and [F[y,y']] <~[C[ .  
Hence 
I F[x, x']l 4- 1 ~ 89 ] C I and IF[Y,Y']I 4- 1 ~  89  
So I Vx I ~ I C1 9 But since C is minimal, J D1 I = I C I 9 Similarly, 
I a21=]C I .  
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THEOREM 6. Let G be planar, geodetic, and inseparable. Let C be an 
even circuit in G of minimal ength. Then W =/ ' (C)  is a canonical wheel. 
PROOF: Let Sa[aa, ha] be a secant of C. Since C is a minimal even 
circuit, $1 divides C into two circuits of smaller length which must be odd. 
So Axiom II I  is satisfied for each secant of C. 
By Lemma 5.1, C has a second secant Ss[as, bs]. We may assume 
al :~ as. Assuming Axiom II fails, we have two cases. 
CASE 1: S~ and $2 are disjoint non-interpolative secants or they 
intersect having bl = bs. 
Orient C so that the order of vertices is aa, as, bs, bl. (Possibly bs = ba .) 
It may be necessary to reverse the labels as, b2. Let Ca ~ C[bs, as] + $2 9 
Cl is odd and ] C1] < !C I .  
If b a ~ bs let S = $1 9 If b I = bs, then let c be the first vertex of Ss 
encountered as one proceeds along $1 from a 1 . Let S = Sa[a I , c]. 
Since S is a secant of C1 it divides Ca into two smaller circuits. By 
Lemma 5.3 one of these circuits is even. But this even circuit is then smaller 
than C which is impossible. 
CASE 2: S~ and Ss intersect but not at an end-point. 
By Lemma 5.2 we may assume that Sa and Ss are interpolative. So 
assume the order of vertices around C is a I , as, bl ,  bs 9 
Let c be the point of San  $2 closest o aa 9 
Let C a = C[al,  ba]-? $1. Then Ca is odd and smaller than C. But 
Ss[c, as] contains a secant of Ca, dividing Ca into two smaller circuits, one 
of which must be even. This is again a contradiction to the minimatity of 
C, and Axiom II has been verified. 
Axiom I now follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 5.1, and W is quasi-canonical 
with respect o C. By Lemma 5.5, W is canonical. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let G be planar, geodetic, and inseparable. Let C' be an odd 
circuit in G. I f  F(C) is a canonical wheel for every even circuit C shorter than 
C', then C' cannot have a secant. 
PROOF: Assuming the lemma false, suppose C' has a secant S[a, b]. 
S divides C'  into an odd and an even circuit, both of length less then / C' ! . 
We may assume that C' is a least odd circuit possessing a secant. Give C' 
an orientation. We may assume that S lies interior to C' and that 
C = C'[a, b] + S is the even circuit. Then C induces a canonical wheel W. 
Let Sa[al, bl], S2[as, b2] be the secants of W. 
For any even circuit Ca such that [ Ca [ ~ q C'q the wheel Wx ----- F(Ca) 
is canonical. Moreover, Wa is geodetically closed, because the other two 
even circuits of W 1 also have length I Ca I and thus also induce canonical 
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wheels which, by Lemma 4.3, are the same as 1411. In particular, if a 
geodesic A intersects W1 in two vertices x, y, then A Ix, y] C W1. The fact 
that Wa is geodetically closed and that Fix, y] C W~ for x, y ~ V(WI) will 
be used tacitly throughout this proof in determining where secants of 
various canonical wheels can be placed. 
We cannot have ai,  bl ~ V(S) for i = 1 or i ---- 2, since S is already a 
secant. We divide the remaining analysis into two main cases. 
CASE 1 : as, a2, bx, b~ ~ V(C[a, hi). We may assume that the order of 
these vertices on C' is: a, a I , a 2 , bx, b 2 , b, and that S~ is interior to C and 
$2 is exterior. 
Let C2 = S~[al, bl] + C'[bl, al l ,  and orient C2 so that 
C2[b 1 , a~] = C'[bl , as]. 
C2 is clearly an even circuit of length less than I C' I and has S as a secant, 
Since W2 = 1-'(C2) is a canonical wheel, C~ must have one other secant, 
Q[c, d]. Since S is interior to C2, Q is exterior. We may assume 
c e V(C'(b, a)) and d e V(C2(a, b)), since Q and S must be interpolative. 
Since Wis geodetically closed, we know that d ~ V(C2(a~, b2)). Suppose 
for definiteness that de V(C2[b~, b)), the argument being similar if 
de V(Cz(a, al]). (See Figure 3.) Now a, de  V(Wc~ Wz). By Lemma 4.2, 
F[a, d] -- S -k C'[d, b] in W, but F[a, d] -~ Cz[a, d] in W2, which is 
impossible. 
$2 
01 
0 
FIGURE 3 
CASE 2: Some terminal vertex of $1 or $2 lies on S(a, b). 
Suppose as e V(S(a, b)). Then b 1 e V(C'(a, b)). If $1 were exterior to C, 
it would intersect C'(b, a). Proceeding along $1 from al ,  let c be the first 
vertex of C' encountered. Then S l [a  I , c] is a secant of the odd circuit 
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C'[b, a] + S, which is clearly shorter than C'. Hence $1 is interior to C. 
Then S~ must be exterior to C and, by the preceding argument, must have 
both of its end-points on C'[a, b]. We may assume that the order of 
vertices on C'[a, b] is a, a2, bl, b~, b. Orient C so that C[a, b] = C'[a, hi. 
SUBCASE A: $2 intersects C'(b, a). 
Proceeding along S~ from as (respectively, b2), let c (respectively, d) be 
the first vertex of C'(b, a) encountered. Since G is planar, it follows that 
c, a, b, d lie in order on C'. (See Figure 4.) Define the circuit 
C" = C'[c, d] + S2[d, c]. Evidently t C" L ~ ] C'1 . 
(3 
s2 
S 
FIGURE 4 
If C" is odd, then so is the still shorter circuit C" = C"[b, a] 4- S. 
But C" has secants ince, for example,/'[a, c] C W and so cannot lie in 
C m , 
If C" is even, then [ C" [ < I C' [, so the wheel W" = I'(C") is canonical. 
This is a contradiction, however, since W" fails to satisfy Axiom I: the 
three arcs $2[c, a2], S~[d, b=], and S are all secants of C". 
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SUBCASE B" S 2 and C'(b, a) are disjoint. 
Let A = C[a, as], B= C[a2 , ba], D= C[bl , b2], E= C[b2 , b], 
F = S[a x , b], G = S[a, al], and H = C'[b, a]. (See Figure 5.) 
Assume IS1] + IG I  < IA I  6 - ]B I  (or symmetrically we could 
assume IS l l  6- IF I  <tDI+IE}) .  Let C2- -H+E+D6-Sa6-G.  
Then [C21 <[C ' ] ,  and C2 is even. Hence (72 induces a canonical 
wheel W2, and F is a secant of Cz 9 If  Q[e, f ]  is the other secant hen Q 
must be outside (72 and we must have e e V(H) andf~ V(E). (See Figure 5.) 
By Lemma 4.2, F[aa, f ]  = F 6- E[b, f ]  in W, but in W2, 
Flax, f ]  = SI 6- D 6- E[b2, f], 
which is impossible. 
Now assume that 
[SxE 6- { GI >{A{6- IB land IS l l6 -1F{  >{DI  6 -1E l .  
Let Cz = A § $2 6- E 6- H. This is an even circuit, shorter than C', and 
has S ~ G + Fas  a secant. Let Q[e, f]  be the other secant. Then e E V(H) 
and f l ies  on E, A, or $2 9 
Assume first that fe  V(E). (The case f~  V(A) works the same way by 
symmetry.) Then 6 '4=H[e ,a ]6 -A6-B6-D+E[b2 , f ]6 -Q  is an 
even circuit and smaller than C'. It has $2 as one of its secants. Let PIe, d] 
be the other secant. Then P must be interior to C4 and have a terminal 
vertex on B + D. Since W3 = 1"(C3) and W4 = -P(C4) are geodetically 
closed, P = $1 6- G or P = $1 6- F 6- H[b, e] or P = $1 6- F 6- E[b, f]. 
But none of these is possible since neither Sa 6- G nor 5'i 6- Fis a geodesic. 
Assume now that f~  V(Sz). Let Ha = H[a,e], 1t2 = H[e,b], 
$21 = S2[a~, f], $22 = Sz[f , b2] (see Figure 6). 
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Then 
t QI  + IG I+IF ]  : [He[+ ]A i@ISz~]  
and 
I Sa I -+- t&x I -k - IS~z I=IB I+ Ei + IF I  
since W and W3 are canonical. 
So 
( IQI " lS22i ) - r - ( ISx I+ ' :G I )=( iH21+ E I ) - , t - ( IA l+ lB I ) .  
But IA I -~- IB ]  <ISa  @ ]G]. Hence lQI-4-IS221<LH2L +IE[ .  
This implies that C5 = Ha + A + B + D + $22 -r- Q is shorter than C'. 
It is also even and has S2a as a secant. Let R be the other secant of C5. 
Then R must be inside C5 9 So R is one of the following: 
S1 + G, Sa + F + H2 , E + H2 , or E + F + G. 
The first two possibilities are eliminated because Sa --  G and Sx + F are 
not geodesics. The third is eliminated since we showed above that 
IQ l -+- IS22!<IH21-+- lE~, .  
Hence, R = E+F+G.  
Looking back at Wz, we note that //2 = F[e, b] by Lemma 4.2. 
Although b and e are vertices of W 5 = F(Cs), the canonical wheel W~ 
cannot contain //2. Hence W5 is not geodetically closed, which is a 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let G be planar and geodetic, and let C be an even circuit 
in G. I f  ever), even circuit smaller than C induces a canonical wheel, then 
1"(C) contains no pair of disjoint non-interpolative s cants, nor do any two 
secants of C have a common end-point. 
PROOV: Assume the 1emma false. Then C has a pair of secants, 
Sl[al , hal, &[a~ , b~], 
with b2 5 ~ a l ,  bl and a2 =/= bl which are non-interpolative, and such that, 
if they intersect, then aa = a2 9 We may assume b2 ~ C(bl, al). 
Ca = C[ba, aa] § $1 is a circuit smaller than C. I f  it is odd then S2[b~, el 
is a secant of C a , where c = a2 if $1 ~ S~ ~ 0 or, if $1 ~ $2 =/= O, e is the 
point of intersection of $1 and $2 closest o b2 9 This contradicts Lemma 5.6. 
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If Ca is even, then with c defined as before, $2[b2, c] divides Ca into two 
odd circuits. Hence C~ ----- C[a~, b2] + S~ is an odd circuit and is also 
smaller than C. But then either $1 or S~[c, ba] is a secant of C2 according 
to whether or not Sx and $2 are disjoint. This again contradicts Lemma 5.6. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let G be a planar geodetic graph and C an even circuit in 
G. I f  every even circuit smaller than C induces a canonical ,'heel, then 
Axiom 111 is satisfied for C. 
PROOF: Assume S[a, b] is a secant of C such that Ca -- S § C[b, a] 
and C~ = C[a, b] -4- S are even circuits. Since Ca and C2 are smaller than 
C, they both induce canonical wheels. By Lemma 5.7, the interior secants 
of these circuits, Sa[al, bl], $2[a2, b2] respectively, must each have one 
end-point on S(a, b) and the other on C -- {a, b}. We may label the vertices 
so that a~, a2 ~ V(S(a, b)). The exterior secant of Ca must contain a unique 
subarc S3[a3,b3] which is a secant of C, where a3 ~ V(C(b,a)), 
b3 ~ V(C(a, b)). For definiteness, assume a3 ~ V(C[ba , a)). 
Let a' be Cl-opposite to a. Since C[a3,a] and S are secants, 
a' E V(C(b, aa)). The secant of C1 which contains Sa has a3 as one end- 
point. Since F(C~) is geodetically closed, the other end-point is either 
a2 or b. Either way, the fact that both C[a3, a] and S are geodesics pre- 
cludes the possibility that/ '[a, a'] contain Sz. Hence F[a, a'] must contain 
R = S[a, aa] + Sa 9 But R and S are then non-interpolative s cants of C 
with a common end-point, thus contradicting Lemma 5.7. Therefore Ca 
and C2 must be odd and the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 7. I f  G is a planar geodetic graph, then all even circuits induce 
canonical wheels. 
PROOF: Let C be an even circuit. The proof is by induction on J C j . 
By Theorem 6, the conclusion holds for minimal even circuits. Hence, we 
assume that every even circuit of length less than I C I induces a canonical 
wheel. 
Assume C has a pair of secants, Sa[al, bl], S2[a~, b2], which are either 
intersecting or non-interpolative. Then, by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.7, we may 
assume 5'1 and $2 are both interpolative and intersecting. We may also 
assume that, after C is oriented, b2 ~ V(C(ba, aO). Let c be the point of 
intersection of Sa and $2 closest to b2. Lemma 5.8 shows that 
C1 = $1 § C[ba, ax] is an odd circuit. Since (71 is smaller than C and has 
S2[b~, c] as a secant, Lemma 5.6 is contradicted. 
Therefore, the secants of C satisfy Axiom II. By Lemmas 4.1, 5.1, and 
5.8, Axioms I and III hold. Hence _F'(C) is quasi-canonical. By Lemma 5.5, 
/ '(C) is canonical. 
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PROOF of THEOREM 5. Let G be a planar, geodetic lobe graph and let 
C be a minimal even circuit in G. By Theorem 6, W = F(C) is a canonical 
wheel. We show W ---- G. 
Suppose W ~ G. Label W in the conventional manner. 
Since G is inseparable, some rim of W has a transversal T[a, b] and 
W n T = {a, b}. Since all suspended arcs of W are geodesics, we may 
assume a ~ V(A1). Then either b ~ V(Aa) or b is on one of the four sus- 
pended arcs of W adjacent o Aa 9 (If b were not on an adjacent arc then 
the graph would be non-planar.) Without loss of generality, we assume 
that b ~ V(Ai) or b E V(B2). 
CASE I: b ~ V(Aa). 
We may assume b ~ V(Aa(a, a2]). 
Let 
Ca = T + C[b, ba] + Sa + Al[al, a], 
C~ = C[b, a] + T. 
Then Ca and C2 have opposite parity and both have Al[a, b] as a secant. 
Thus, one of Ca, C2 is an odd circuit with a secant. Since, by Theorem 7, 
all even circuits of G induce canonical wheels, we have a contradiction to 
Lemma 5.6. 
CASE II" b ~ V(B2(b2, al) ) and a ~ a 1 . 
Let 
C 3 = T + Al[a, a2] + A~ + Sx -/B2[b, al], 
C4 = T + Aa[a, a2] + $2 + Ba + Sa + Bz[b, a l ] .  
One of C3, C4 is odd since they have opposite parity, and Aa[ai, a] is 
a secant of both. Thus we again have a contradiction to Lemma 5.6. 
CASE II I :  a @ a I and b = b2. 
This is symmetrical to Case II with a = a2 9 
6. PROOF OF THE MMN RESULT 
The condition is necessary by Theorem 3 followed by Lemma 5.4 and 
Theorem 5. 
Sufficiency follows from Theorem 3. 
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